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NW2020
Library Reader
Long a favorite in libraries and media centers nationwide, the NW2020 library Reader
brings a full range of features to high volume rollfilm applications. The 2020'smanual film
drive lets you scan in variable speeds. The lens-mounted focus control provides a consistent, precise, razor sharp image from comer to comer of each frame. And with the dual
intensity lamp and adjustable condenser, you can fine tune maximum illumination and resolution for each of the four optional lenses.
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The 2020's film transport mechanism is designed to
minimize rollfilm scratching and also accept aperture
cards. Standard floating glass flats easily accommodate
film splices, while optional Automatic Opening Glass
Flats open when film is moved forward or backward to
virtually eliminate scratching.
Full 3600 image rotation optically straightens images
filmed at random angles to an easy-to-read position,
upright position. All controls are conventiently placed
within easyreach.
Convenient, front accessto the film transport
mechanism greatly simplifies film loading. An
operational schematic diagram of the mechanism
is printed above the back of the screen for loading,
advancing and unloading the film, positioning and
focusing the image, controlling light intensity, and
using the 3600image rotation.
An easy-to-reachlever vertically aligns the film to the
precise framing desired. The lever's ball-and-socket
construction makes for smooth, easyoperation.
The expansive 23" wide x 23" high screen-the
largest available on any library microfilm reader -is
slanted up at a ISoangle for easierreading. Made of
easy-to-cleanformica, the screen can be replaced
right in the field.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Application:

16mm and 35mm rollfilm

Screen size:

23"Wx 23" H
(584mm x 584mm)

Projection:

Front

Construction

High pressure laminate,
aluminum and plastic

Color:

White and brown

Lens options:

Standard: 35mm (19X)
Optional: 16mm (42X)
24mm (26X)
Zoom lens (15-24X)

Electrical

Standard:
Optional:

Lamp:

8SW, 13.8V DED

Controls:

Front-mounted Low/Off/High
lamp switch
Side-mounted manual
film drive
Lens-mounted focus control
Hanging film alignment lever

Dimensions:

24-5/8"W x 25"0 x 41-1/2" H
(625mm x 635mm x 1054mm)

Weight:

152 Ibs. (69 kg)

Certification:

UUCSA (approval pending)

Warranty:

30 Day
(except lamp and screen)

Options:

Automatic opening glass flats

Accessories:

Cleaning

Your Eye Com Dealer is:

120V AG, 60 Hz
240V AG, 50 Hz

Kit, Dust Cover

